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4 Preface 
 

Preface 

Purpose 
These Release Notes provide a brief overview of additions, enhancements, and 
corrections implemented in this software release. Their intent is informative, not 
instructional. Review OPERA Property Management product documentation, including 
technical and application advisories for previous versions, for detailed information on 
installation, upgrade, configuration, and general use. 

Audience 
This document is intended for all users of Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property 
Management Version 5.5.1.0. 

Advisories 
 You must use an 11g version (for example, 11.2.0.3 or 11.2.0.4) of the Oracle database 

as the underlying database for Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property Management 
Version 5.5.1.0. Wizards for OPERA V 5.5.1.0 have been upgraded and modified. 
Using Oracle database version 9i or 10 would prevent application schema upgrades. 

 The GeneratePassword webservice no longer returns passwords in clear text in the 
response. From the web user account management UI, the Generate Password button 
no longer sends passwords in e-mail. 

 To utilize the Active column functionality in ORS and PMS, both applications must 
be at the same OPERA version level, additionally any other externally interfaced 
systems may need additional changes to be compatible with this functionality. 

 When setting the Business Event Consumption Level parameter to External 
Database, the External Database must be configured and the Consumer must be 
entered on the External Systems configuration screen. Business events and data 
elements then need to be configured for the External System/Database combination 
and does not affect other External Databases in a different Chain. 

 The Expiry Date and License Code are no longer required at the front end. 

 For PCI, searching for a reservation with a credit card number is no longer available. 

Customer Support 
To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 

https://support.oracle.com 

When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 

 Product version and program/module name 

 Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 

 Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create 

 Exact error message received 

 Screen shots of each step you take 

https://support.oracle.com/
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Documentation 
Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 
http://docs.oracle.com 

Revision History 

Date Description of Change 

September 1, 2015 Initial publication. 

March 2016 Update to System Requirements. 

  

http://docs.oracle.com/
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1  System Requirements 

Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property Management Version 5.5.1.0 is compatible with the 
following platforms: 

 

Client Compatibility 
Windows Vista (Client) 

Windows 7 (Client) 

Windows 7 (OXI PC) 

Windows 8 Pro or Enterprise (Client) 

Windows 8 Pro or Enterprise (OXI PC) 

Windows 10 (64-bit OS) (Client) 

 

Web Browser Compatibility 
Internet Explorer 7.0+ 32-bit only *2 

Internet Explorer 8.0+ 32-bit only *2 

Internet Explorer 9.0+ 32-bit only *2 

Internet Explorer 10.0+ 32-bit only *1 *2 

Internet Explorer 11.0+ 32-bit only *2 

 

Server Compatibility 
Windows 2000 *3  

Windows 2003 Server *3 

Windows 2008 Server R2 (PMS/S&C) *3  

Windows 2008 Server R2 (OXI) *3  

Windows 2008 Server R2 (OEDS) *3  

Windows 2012 Server R2 

 

Required Components 
Office 2010 (XMLP/S&C) 

Office 2013 (XMLP/S&C)  

Adobe Reader 4.x - 9.x 

Adobe Reader X 

Adobe Reader 11 

Adobe Reader DC 
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Oracle Product Compatibility 
Oracle Database 11.2.0.3 

Oracle WebLogic 11g (11.1.2.2) 

Oracle Business Intelligence 11g (for OPERA Advanced Reporting and Analytics / 

OPERA Sales and Catering Reporting and Analytics) *1 

 

 

 

 

 

*1    OPERA Advanced Reporting and Analytics/OPERA Sales and Catering Reporting 

and Analytics versions are released as Sprints. Please ensure the latest Sprint Version 

available is applied. 

Both Applications are built on Oracle Business Intelligence (OBI). 

 

OPERA Advanced Reporting and Analytics on OBI 11g is compatible with OPERA from 

version 5.0.04.02 e5 and above.  OPERA Sales and Catering Advanced Reporting on OBI 

11g is compatible with OPERA from version 5.0.04.02 e20 and above. 

 

Note: Neither OPERA Advanced Reporting and Analytics nor OPERA Sales and 

Catering Reporting and Analytics are compatible with OPERA Professional Premium 

and Standard Cloud Service. 

 

OBI 11g works with Microsoft Internet Explorer 11. The latest security patch for the 

OBIEE tool can be downloaded from oracle.com and should be applied. The version 

matrix is checked by the OBI Install wizard. 

 

 

*2    As Microsoft is de-supporting IE 8, 9, and 10 (January 12, 2016), it is highly 

recommended that clients upgrade to IE 11 to avoid being exposed to potential security 

risks after that date. The minimum OPERA Version supported to work with IE 11 is 

V5.0.04.01E-patch 21. Please see link (https://support.microsoft.com/en-

us/lifecycle#gp/Microsoft-Internet-Explorer) for the announcement from Microsoft. 

 

 

*3    As Microsoft terminated support for Windows 2000, 2003 Servers, it is highly 

recommended that clients upgrade to the latest Servers to receive security updates and 

patches. Please see the link (https://support.microsoft.com/en- 

us/lifecycle/search/default.aspx?sort=PN&alpha=Windows%20server&Filter=FilterNO) 

for the announcement from Microsoft. 
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2  Features and Updates 

Data Migration Utility (DMU) 
None. 

Generic 
None. 

Interfaces (IFC) 
 The iCare Interface now uses the attributes in the vendor responses for local currency 

to show on the Stored Value Account Maintenance screen. 

 The Posting WebService Specification now has a greater number of itemizers for 
Subtotals, Taxes, Discounts, and Service Charges. 

MyFidelio 
None. 

OPERA Business Intelligence (OBI) 
None. 

OPERA Customer Information System (OCIS) 
 Activating or inactivating a name on the Guest List on a profile is now properly 

recorded in the profile changes log. 

 Tier upgrades are now based on stay records instead of membership transactions. A 
new rule configuration screen with a custom set of rule criteria is used during the tier 
upgrade process. 

 Expired points no longer count as activity when the Tier Management Renewal 
process runs. 

 New fields added to the E-Certificate setup enable setting an exact date for the E-
Certificate to expire and issuing a set number of certificates. 

 Two new fields (Location and Reference No.) on the E-Certificate Consumption 
screen track whether e-certificates were used in one of the hotel outlets or through 
the reservation. A new column Location/Reference No on the rep_ecert_dayresort 
report shows the values entered in the two new fields. 

 The number of automatic upgrades given to members can now be restricted. The 
number of room types used as upgrade awards redemption can now be limited. 

 Memberships can now be configured to enable members to earn multiple awards 
based on Stays, Nights, and Points based on revenue. E-Certificate rules based on E-
Certificate Program requirements generate certificates once the member reaches the 
criteria defined. 

 The First and Last names are now auto populated on the Enrollment screen from the 
Profile search screen. 

 The field masking is now more consistent between ORS and PMS. 
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 The Suspended Profile Match screen and Three-Panel Merge screen now allow 
unmasking ID documents, which is logged in the User Activity Log. 

OPERA Electronic Distribution Suite (OEDS) 
 The new permission CHANNELS CONFIG enables users to access the Chain field in 

the Channel_Marketing_Text form and related chain-level records. The form now has 
Chain Code and Property option buttons. 

 There is a new option to exclude showing a package as available on selected web 
channels and rate codes. 

 The MeetingCreateEvent web service operation under OWS MeetingRoom now 
supports rate codes for sleeping rooms. 

 The OWS create and modify reservation process now supports overbooking the 
house when the ALLOW BLOCK TO OVERBOOK HOUSE application parameter is 
active and Web Overbook is set to Y for the block. 

OPERA Property Management System (OPMS) 
 The AR > POST permission has been modified. There are also two new permissions: 

POST AR PAYMENT (New and Edit buttons are disabled and Payment button is 
enabled on the Account Maintenance screen) and POST AR CHARGE (New and Edit 
buttons are enabled and Payment button is disabled on the Account Maintenance 
screen). 

 Business Event functionality now allows the configuration of Business Events/Data 
Elements to be chain specific. The External Systems configuration screen has a new 
field to define a Consumer Name specific to the external system for querying 
business events. The Business Events configuration screen has a new field for 
External Database to configure the business events for a specific external database. 

 The new EMAIL ZERO BALANCE FOLIO application parameter provides a screen 
to select or accept an e-mail address for the profile for any billing window that has a 
zero balance and where a folio is generated or a bill number is assigned. This enables 
properties to e-mail folios to guests who paid in advance and don't have any balance 
owed at the time of check out. 

 A folio can now be e-mailed via a Batch Folio option. A new reservation / 
reservation more field screen paintable check box ‘Opt in Batch Folio’ specifies if the 
reservation is to be included in the batch folio e-mail. The Batch Folio screen now 
filters based on this opt in check box. 

 The payment due day’s value now appears on the routing details screen. 

 A new UDF function for the package configuration for Hamburg City in Germany 
calculates the city tax based on the defined purpose of the stay. 

 The REFERENCE CURRENCY CALCULATION application function is now 
available generically. 

 Generating fiscal folio xml with the correct folio type based on the revenue amount 
when no payment posted in billing at folio settlement, now applies to all folio type 
methods (TAXNO, NAMETAX, PAYMETHOD, and NATIONALITY) for all LATAM 
countries. 

 The new APPEND PREFIX FOR FOLIO NUMBER application parameter appends 
the value set in the new FOLIO NUMBER PREFIX VALUE application setting to the 
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folio numbers. This new number appears on all the screens that show a folio number 
and users can search for a folio using this number. 

 The new Active check box added for each package detail record on the packages 
configuration screen makes any specific package detail date range inactive. When 
inactive, the package price/allowance is not available for any reservation created 
using either a rate code with this package attached or via a block with a package 
attached on the block header or for attaching directly to a reservation. 

 Occupancy Based Pricing functionality has been added: 

o When the new OCCUPANCY BASED RATES application parameter is 
active, Rate Strategies can be configured to increase/decrease the rate 
amounts based on the occupancy. 

o When configuring Rate Strategies, a new Occupancy Based Rates check box 
is available and when selected, a new Increase/Decrease Rate field appears. 
Users can select the Condition types 'If Occupancy is Less' or 'If Occupancy 
Reaches' and enter a percentage amount. 

 FIRST DAY and DAILY rate tier calculation rules are now only applied to the 
dependent rates. 

 The MORE tab is now available for externally locked rate codes. 

 The new report ‘Extended Stay Summary and Detail’ shows the Room Nights, 
Occupancy, ADR, and RevPar by length of stay. Statistics summary for extended 
stays is now included in the Manager report and GL Export. 

 The new Mapping check box appears for all the rows in the Definable Managers 
report. When checked, that value or row is available in the Statistics Codes list of 
values in the Export Mapping screen. 

 Up to 200 characters are now allowed for the path of the export file directory. 

 Users can now select certain predefined merge codes where the default file name of 
the report and the subject of the e-mail (if the report is being e-mailed) can be set. 

 New search fields (Address, City, Postal Code) on the Profile Addresses screen 
enable narrowing down the profile address records in the grid. The Address search 
field searches in the Address1, Address2, Address3, and Address4 columns of the 
records. 

 The Profile Linkage screen now allows adding profiles on the departure date. 

 The FIELDS ENCRYPTION AND MASKING application parameter is no longer 
available. Users with the VIEW SENSITIVE INFORMATION permission can double 
click and see the birthday field unmasked, and they can also run the police2 report 
and see the birth dates unmasked. 

 Two new fields 'Passport Number Unmasked' and 'Passport Number Masked' are 
available on the Currency Exchange Receipt report. 

 There is a new Lodging Tax Exempt report: 

o The report can run for a date range to show all the reservations where the 
lodging/room revenue became tax exempt either due to Advanced 
Generates setup or Do Not Post selection for the associated tax type on the 
generates configuration. 

o For each exempted tax transaction code, the report lists reservation related 
data in different date ranges based on the rate amount associated with each 
night of the stay. The report shows only those dates where the lodging tax 
exemption is applicable. 
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o The cf_taxtypesbytrxcodes report is now available generically and shows the 
generates associated with all the trx codes and advanced generates setup for 
each tax type. 

 The Override Action column on the RMS Override report now shows the override 
message presented during a Rate or Room Type override. 

 There is a new popup blocker for the popup message ‘Add Credit Card to Profile’ to 
be able to default the message to Yes or No or to hide it. 

 The new E-Folio prompt functionality is activated with the EFOLIO PROMPT 
application parameter. When activated, the E-Folio check box is available for screen 
painting onto the Reservation More Fields screen. 

 The new REGISTRATION CARDS application parameter activates/deactivates the 
printed registration card functionality. When inactive, all references to registration 
cards are hidden in the application. 

 The MANDATORY AR ACCOUNT FOR DIRECT BILL PAYMENT TYPE 
application setting is now valid for all 8 windows. If the setting is activated with a 
value of RESERVATION, for example, and the user enters DB into the Payment field 
on the Reservations screen, the user is prompted to create a new AR account. 

 The ‘Add on Packages’ functionality now enables users to add a package with any 
configured attributes to any externally controlled rate code. The new PACKAGE 
ATTRIBUTES FOR EXTERNAL RATES application setting enables selecting 
attributes so packages with selected attributes can be attached to an externally 
controlled rate code. 

 The new AUTO CHECK OUT SHARES application parameter enables a video 
checkout request for one guest in a shared room to initiate a checkout for all sharing 
guests that fit the criteria for a checkout at that time. 

 The Reservation screen More Field tab now makes the 
CREDIT_CARD_HOLDER_NAME available for screen painting. 

 When an Inventory Synchronization is performed, the Summary Totals business 
events are no longer generated. If Availability business events are needed, users can 
perform a Business Event Synchronization. 

OPERA Reservation Systems (ORS) 
 Credit Card surcharge functionality has been added to ORS for deposit payments. 

 A new parameter is available to ensure that the Membership flag on the rate code 
header is checked by default. 

 Past exchange rates in ORS that may have been entered incorrectly can now be 
modified. 

 Look ups can now be performed from ORS to a third party Lindner external system. 

 The NEW button on the profile search screen is now properly enabled after an IATA 
based search is performed. 

 The Package Allowance Guest IHN report now includes the Membership Type filter, 
and Membership No and Membership Type columns in the report output. 

 The Reservation Auto Attach Elements functionality now makes the Advanced check 
box available when the ‘Package’ Rule Type is chosen. This means users can attach 
packages based on multiple filter conditions (for example, Rate Code equals AAA 
and Membership Level equals GOLD). 
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OPERA Revenue Management System (ORMS) 
None. 

OPERA Vacation Ownership System (OVOS) 
None. 

OPERA Xchange Interface (OXI) 
None. 

Sales & Catering (SC) / Sales Force Automation (SFA) 
For RFPs received from Lanyon/StarCite, a Launch StarCite hyperlink appears on the 
business block screen directing the user to the Lanyon/StarCite RPF reply page. 

The Catering Package Name can now be translated from the business block. 

The new COPY WITH DATE OPTION application parameter controls the new business 
block copy functionality. 

The new FUNCTION SPACE REQUIRED WARNING EVENT SEARCH application 
setting enables checking for Events in a status without a function space when exiting out 
of Event Search. 

In multi-property, the new check box Hide Resort Code appears in rep_cont_merge.fmx. 
When selected, the Hotel Name continues to print in the Room and Event Grids, but the 
Resort Code does not print. 

The Current Printer LOV in the Reports screen now calls GEN_MULTI_SELECT. In 
single property, the Property LOV is hidden. All printers configured for the logged in 
property or configured with no property are listed. 

When filtering in the Function Diary by Setup Style and Attendees, Function Space is 
returned based on the setup style maximum capacities configured for each space. 

Additional lead destinations to referrals and RFPs (StarCite/Cvent) can now be added 
and processed after the original is sent. 

Transient webProposal is now available for SFA. 

The OPERA scheduler PURGE_DATA and PURGE_PROPERTY jobs now also purge 
records from activity_action based on the value set in the ACTIVITY PURGE DAYS 
application setting. 
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3  Resolved Issues 

Modules ID (Clarify 

Case 

Number) 

Description 

Generic  

 16904686 In User Configuration, it is now possible to grant and 

copy a permission to several User Groups without 

receiving a truncation error.  

 10 The OperaPrint, OperaLogin and IFC8 WebService log 

files can now be found and viewed at 

AppServer\Micros\Opera\Logs. 

 17517015 In ASP mode, if you change your password the correct 

security requirements are enforced (7 characters, at 

least 1 letter and 1 number). A message appears when 

your password does not meet the requirements. 

 16968313 When migrating O2H for more than one property into 

the same schema, and subsequent properties have 

remote attachments, these remote attachments are now 

migrated correctly with a negative work_orders ID. 

 16918775 In a RAC environment, now more than 2 sessions are 

allowed via Single Sign On.  

Interfaces (IFC)  

 17076990 On the General Parameters screen, when adding a 

Hotel ID and pressing OK, an exception error no 

longer appears. 

MyFidelio  

 16683428 Restricted quick keys for the OCM application. 

OPERA Business Intelligence 

(OBI) 

None. 

OPERA Customer 

Information System (OCIS) 
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 16360929 When editing or creating a profile, LOVs for 

communication types are now locked for 

communications that are carried over from the profile. 

Newly added communication types do not overwrite 

the first communication type in the list.  

 16785004 The error ‘USER DEFINED ERROR’ has been renamed 

to ‘Tier Management Upgrade Process for Membership 

Type: XX is already evaluated for date.’ 

 10 The application parameter DO NOT MERGE 

PROFILES WITH AR ACCOUNT NUMBERS is only 

available with the GLOBAL option. 

 17146181 Resolved a performance issue when opening 

Membership > Membership Exceptions.  

 16187388 Corrected an update issue with Guest Total Nights 

(Range) and Guest Total Stays on Profile Statistics 

when updates come from external systems. 

 16740970 When a membership name on the card is changed, it is 

now correctly logged in the Profile Changes Log. The 

correct membership type is also logged. 

OPERA Electronic 

Distribution Suite (OEDS) 

 

 16532190 Stay Control Restrictions and Rate Header Stay 

Controls are now correctly generated to ADS channels 

when changed at the property level. 

 16884110 An OPEN restriction is not sent to ADS channels upon 

canceling deductible blocks when the channel 

parameter DO NOT SEND SEPARATE INVENTORY 

MESSAGE WHEN AVAILABILITY OPEN/CLOSE is 

active. 

 15715577 Changed the GDS reservation process to consider 

Travel Agent IATA ID from the Reservation request 

element GUA when Guarantee Type = Travel Agent. 

 16905628 Corrected the issue where 

CHANNEL_EXCEPTION_QUEUE wasn't filtering the 

channel search correctly.  

 16828438 Changed the Channel Rate Code Duplicate Function so 

room types are now copied correctly. 

 16221707 Changed session booking to write to the Detail Log 

when reservations are locked. 

 16303973 Changed GDS Detail Availability Response to return 

the correct value for the tax order (TXO) field. 
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 16926087 When the OEDS application parameter Set Record 

Locator As External Reference is active, if the Record 

Locator is passed in the ACTET (Confirm Booking) 

message by GDS, the Record Locator is added to the 

reservation. 

 16855022 Changed the gaming lookup process to match the 

profile by suppressing the leading zeros of the Player 

ID. 

 16855968 When the application parameter Fields Encryption 

And Mask is active, NewProfile and UpdateProfile 

messages to Gaming vendors contain the guest's Date 

of Birth (if included on the profile). 

 17093278 Changed OEDS services to not check or validate license 

codes. Services are now started without any license 

code requirements. 

 16109941 Changed OWS fetchbooking to return suppressRate = 

false when the suppress rate value is null for the rate 

code. 

 16610592 Improved performance by making a change to the 

channel property parameter OWS CALENDAR MODE 

to validate an inactive channel rate code. The inactive 

rate code does not show in the OWS CALENDAR 

MODE LOV. 

 10 When RETURN EXPECTED CHARGES IN 

REGIONAL AVAILABILITY EXT channel property 

parameter is set to Y, RegionalAvailabilityEx now 

returns rates in the requested currency. 

 16780983 When the channel parameter Return Access Code is 

active, the GDS General Availability, Detail 

Availability, and reservation now validate the channel 

negotiated rate's access code  

 16254134 Issued ECertificates can now be successfully cancelled 

in OWS. 

 16986023 The Award Rule Schedules now applies the dates in 

FetchAvailableECertificates. 

 16807705 When an UpdateComment request is posted in OWS, 

the Due Date and Action Type fields are correctly 

applied. 

 17062955 Values MALE, FEMALE and UNKNOWN are now 

accepted by OWS and updated to M, F, U on the name 

table. 
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 16616250 Now, Web Bookable Packages cannot be attached to 

the cancelled Reservation. The following response 

appears: 

CANNOT_UPDATE_PACKAGE_FOR_CANCELLED_

RESERVATION. 

 16664861 OWS FutureBookingSummary has been enhanced to 

return ratePlanCode, base, and total currencyCode. 

 16931612 When creating a block booking for extended dates via 

OWS, now the booking is created with the correct room 

rates.  

 16722492 A reservation is now correctly updated when 

extending a reservation stay and applying an available 

rate via ModifyBooking.  

 14607321 Resolved a Checkout failure for a PM reservation in a 

Post ResvAdvanced checkout. 

 16423828 UpdateInventoryItems now only has one entry for 

items added from OWS for all the dates instead of one 

line entry per day for a multi-day span on the Item 

Inventory screen. 

 16966735 Corrected the web service operation ResvAdvanced 

MakePayment where it was previously validating a 

manual credit card against a credit card interface. 

 17048607 Changed OWS ResvAdvanced > Invoice operation to 

return the property currency code with the correct 

amount. 

 16444866 StayHistory requests through OWS now return Stay 

Records in Cancelled status. 

 16113097 The Gwiz type B message process now converts 

ACTXX and ACTSS with the same confirmationNo to 

ACTHK for the TYPEB message. 

 16621609 When a reservation is created and a booking request is 

modified in OWS, the specials and preferences are now 

correctly updated. 

 

OPERA Property 

Management System (OPMS) 

 

 16477327 Reservation attachments not marked as Global now do 

not show when the reservation is accessed in a 

property other than where the attachment was created. 

When users do not have the NEW, EDIT, DELETE 

Attachment permissions the New, Edit and Delete 

buttons are disabled when accessing the Attachment 

lamp. 
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 10 Changed PM reservations attached to a business block 

to only allow creating block PMs if the PM dates 

overlap the business block dates. If the block PM has 

Always Checked In selected, the PM is kept in 

CHECKEDIN status only while the block code is 

active. 

 17096156 When an Out of Order record is edited (dates are 

changed, remarks are added or edited), the change 

now correctly triggers the Business Event. 

 

 14850502 Corrected the Net Amount on the folio with the 

routing and deposit. 

 17113877 Corrected the package transaction code postings and 

allowance postings handling when the wrapper is 

moved between comp and guest windows. VAT shows 

correctly on the folio as applicable.  

 17302859 When Refresh Room Routing is active and the user 

creates a new room routing instruction using the Other 

Dates option, the To and From dates on the Routing 

Refresh screen now show the dates from the routing 

instruction.  

 17326276 When Refresh Room Routing functionality is active, 

transactions correctly route to the appropriate 

reservations.  

 17193993 Corrected the process to check out a reservation that 

has a package with custom posting rhythm and a valid 

time specified. 

 16935416 Changed the Billing screen so that the charges on the 

billing windows can be successfully settled to the 

payment method that was defined on the reservation. 

  16733139 The fiscal bill number now shows correctly on the Edit 

Postings and Account Maintenance screens for the 

selected reservation. 

 16569600 The Currency Calculator screen’s Calculated Amount 

field now shows the appropriate results for the selected 

foreign currency in all scenarios. 

 15321672 Changed the generated bill number sequence for folio 

type Working Documents so they increase by one 

every time the folio is previewed. 

 16092446 Changed the Batch Posting screen so the user can now 

select up to 6000 reservation/room records.  
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 16486181 When the License Code for the Electronic Signature 

Capture is deactivated, the system uses the 

Registration Card that is specified in the DEFAULT 

REGISTRATION CARD setting, instead of the one 

specified in the DEFAULT ELECTRONIC 

REGISTRATION CARD setting. 

 16831586 Multi-Language descriptions for room types are now 

correctly copied from the template level to the property 

level. 

 16811524 Removed the error message that appears when clicking 

the Adjust button. 

 16234004 Corrected the Package Header and Details tab when 

selecting the Long Info button. 

 16503919 The Save Changes prompt no longer appears when the 

user has not made any changes in Packages Detail. 

 10 When a Membership Type has been selected on the 

Room Assignment Workflow screen, only those 

Membership Levels configured for the selected type 

are available in the Member Level list of values. 

 16803974 Corrected the payment type with a description of up to 

80 characters on the dashboard screens. 

 15789895 Fixed an issue with showing a credit card transaction 

incorrectly in the Activity Log. 

 10 During the EOD process to Auto Check in Pseudo 

Rooms, if there is an exception in the No Show 

procedure, a new message shows the exact step prior 

to when the exception occurred. Any errors are logged 

in the night audit journal table. 

 

 16952944 The Infinium Owner Export and Infinium Owner 

Export Night Audit processes are successfully 

generated even if the same owner account is associated 

with multiple units where the total number of 

characters for all units together is 100.  

 17001250 When the property has the Fiscal Folio Printing 

function active and a fiscal printer is configured for the 

workstation, the fiscal program now runs successfully 

when the folio is settled and the fiscal number is 

generated.  

 12709126 The fiscal folio now generates and prints successfully 

in all possible scenarios. 

 16611175 Changed Packages that are configured as tickets can 

now have an amount above 999.99. 

 16736753 Added an option to share the profiles from the 

installed_app form during the initial property creation, 

when the shell is used to insert a new property.  
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 10 When a reservation created through the import 

rooming list is being deleted, its resv_name_id in 

rooming_list_import table is turned to NULL. This 

allows users to use the same record from the xml file to 

create the same reservation again. 

 16019147 When an Out of Order/Service room is being copied 

that has a From Date in the past, the new record now 

has a From Date of the current business date. For Out 

of Order/Service rooms with a future date, the copied 

room mirrors the exact dates.  

 15689492 Changed the End Date field on the Packages Edit 

screen to be disabled, if an advanced bill is performed 

for the reservation. 

 15593250 Changed the Delivery Information screen to validate 

the e-mail address entered in the From Email field. 

 16776200 Resolved an issue where batch process credit card 

transactions sometimes sent an incorrect message type 

in a Chip and Pin scenario. 

 15831822 Improved performance on the Rate Query screen when 

the application parameter RELATIONSHIPS RATE 

INHERIT is active. 

 16896042 Changed the Enter Old Balances screen to improve the 

performance when entering old balances to an AR 

account. 

 15997135 Improved the performance when running a rate query 

for a new reservation using the F5 key. 

 17014914 Changed the Billing screen so that a user with only the 

RESERVATION VIEW permission is unable to post or 

settle an account. 

 14843746 Resolved revenue issues in a specific scenario with 

package allowances. 

 17086039 Modified code to restrict users without the Active 

Check Box Access permission the ability to attach 

inactive company/agent/source /contact profiles to a 

reservation/business block/rate code. 

 10 Modified the Add/Edit Address field on the Profile 

screen to prompt the Country list of values screen 

when an invalid country has been entered. 

 16106780 Corrected the State field on the Profile screen so it 

properly updates during profile updates via the Quick 

Address Search for address cleansing. 

 16141612 Changed the profiles merge procedure to stop merging 

when two profiles have different Guest Privacy 

selections. 
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 16311876 Improved the performance when opening 

PR_HISTORY. A new view fin_tran_revenue_view 

replaces the view financial_transactions_view in 

profile_ref.populate_revenue. 

 16418273 Improved performance for the departure_all report. 

The logic for building query while payment method 

parameter is selected was changed: 

reservation_ref.is_multi_payment_method_yn is 

checked in the build_where procedure and based on 

the result of this function call, the query is built. 

 17423024 Modified the Reservation Refresh report to correctly 

show only reservations where the refresh has caused a 

change in the value of the refreshed attribute. 

 10 Modified YLD1.fmx to correctly filter by Reservation 

Types (Individual and Block) and show the RMS 

Override based on the selected Sort Order. 

 16534787 Changed the Country by Revenue Statistics Report to 

ensure that the Occupancy percentage column 

populates and shows the numbers correctly. 

 15204976 Changed the Print Registration Forms screen to ensure 

that the registration cards are printed as batch, based 

on selected criteria, when the term text is longer than 

29 positions. 

 16114749 Additional child rate now shows correctly. 

 16350589 Renamed the merge code p_bill_generation_date to 

Bill_Generation_Date. Added a new merge code 

Bill_Generation_Date_ISO, when added to the folio 

header, shows the current business date + the time 

component.   

 14919905 Changed the Preferred Room Type merge code that 

can be added to the registration card sample. This 

ensures that the tag correctly picks up the configured 

value from the Guest Profile and prints it on the 

registration card. 

 10 Added a new message to verify the existing routing 

instructions when a Company, Travel Agent or Source 

profile with default routing is added/removed from a 

reservation. 

 17423012 Modified the Rate Code Refresh functionality to allow 

reservations associated with a Business Block to be 

refreshed. 
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 17445137 Traces are correctly removed when the Rate Code is 

changed to one that does not have a Trace configured 

with it; the Auto Attach Elements grid shows all 

applicable rules when accessed via the Rate Header 

screen; when the user changes the Rate Code via the 

Daily Details screen, the Auto Attached Elements are 

correctly refreshed.  

 17417059 When the user ends the Reservation Auto Attach 

Elements refresh process by selecting Close on the Rate 

Code select screen, the reservations are not refreshed 

and the user is taken back to the prior screen.  

 15831822 Changed Rate Inherit functionality and implementing 

a rate query. When the system obtains the information 

on the negotiated rate codes, it looks only at the parent 

records, not the children ones. 

 10 Changed the process that populates the chain_code 

and resort in the name$_credit_card table during an 

upgrade. The system starts the update during the 

upgrade and gives priority to checked-in/active 

reservations. If the update isn't completed after 60 

minutes, then the job (ADD_CHAIN_TO_NCC) runs 

the update the following nights until complete.  

 16671177 When the application parameter SHOW ADD 

SEPARATE LINE PKGS TO RATES ON RATE QUERY 

is active, the system uses the rate amount, including 

any Add to Rate Separate Line packages attached to 

the rate code, to compare against the Hurdle. When 

inactive, the rate amount excludes these types of 

packages when comparing against the Hurdle. 

 17048074 When users extend or decrease the number of nights 

on a reservation and no rate information is available, 

the Rate Query screen opens so users can select an 

available rate code. 

 16785243 Modified the sequence of business events generated 

when users move reservations between properties in a 

multi-property environment with Multi-Property Cross 

Selling active. Reservations moved from one property 

to another generate the CANCEL business event 

followed by the NEW RESERVATION business event. 

 10 Changed the Reservation screen so that once the user 

makes a reservation, the First Name field is no longer 

editable. If a change is needed, the user must select the 

Profile ellipsis and make any updates there. 

 16866695 Resolved an issue with Chip and Pin functionality 

where there was a mix of the original authorization 

code and the new sequence number in the settlement 

transaction. 
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 16645316 Corrected the Speed Search pane from PMS on the 

Cross Selling screen. Search hints are now properly 

populated.  

 16575767 When users change the number of nights on a 

reservation with multiple Rate Codes, the Market Code 

and Source Code are now correctly shown based on the 

configuration of the Rate Code. 

 16348750 Improved the performance when using the Rate Query 

(F5) functionality to create a reservation for a long 

period of time. 

 16531884 On the Reservation screen, clicking the Profile ellipse 

saves the changes. 

 16157216 Corrected an issue with a credit card type that isn't 

configured for any validation, allowing it to be entered 

with any number of digits. 

 15772678 Corrected the calculation for the rate amount in a 

reservation scenario:  room type and RTC have 

different values, packages are attached to the room 

type in the Room Type field on the reservation, and 

packages are attached manually to the reservation. 

 15082375 Changed the Reservation screen to ensure that the 

message ‘Do you want to save the changes you have 

made?’ does not appear if the user has not made 

changes prior to selecting the Close button. 

 14621946 On the Apply These Changes To screen, when users 

change a package price on a reservation and the 

change is propagated to all other reservations in the 

group, the updates are made to reservations that start 

out with the same original value as the changed 

reservation. When the Fixed Rate check box is checked, 

the reservations do not change the package pricing. 

 16136546 Resolved an issue where the authorization code was 

not showing when credit card type check/usages was 

active and Debit or Bank Card was selected as the type. 

 10 Changed the Room Assignment screen so it allows 

translation for the Preferences section header. 

 16086289 Improved the performance when running an 

Imbalance analysis for AR Health Check under 

Utilities. 

OPERA Reservation Systems 

(ORS) 

 

 16175921 When reinstating a booking with benefit certificate in 

cancelled status, now the E-cert shows on the 

Reservation screen as an option to select instead of the 

original. 
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 14398370 The prompt has been removed for rate change when 

using the discount option in RSEDIT. 

 16370880 The process match has been optimized for Match on 

Last and Partial Phone. 

 10 When AddressDoctor is active for ORS/SFA, the batch 

process Cleanse Address is available in the OPERA 

Scheduler. 

 17213340 Performance has improved when running the night 

audit. 

 16502489 Performance issue resolved with running the 

ARRSOURCE report in MyFidelio. 

 16599041 The State field on RSEDIT is now validated and users 

cannot freely enter characters. 

 15454439 The Block Search window does not repeatedly appear 

when searching for availability. 

 16489468 The Deposit Required and Due Amount are now 

correctly calculated in the Deposit Calculation screen. 

 15528825 The Package remains on the reservation when linked to 

item inventory and the reservation dates change. 

 17114142 Issue resolved where user could potentially receive an 

error when editing a reservation and selecting options. 

 17150185 CC type XY with no validation is now properly 

accepted in both profiles and reservations. 

 16667303 Options that are unavailable for redemption 

reservations are now consistent between ORS/PMS. 

 16158217 Error resolved on rate grid during a particular set of 

steps. 

OPERA Revenue 

Management System (ORMS) 

None. 

OPERA Vacation Ownership 

System (OVOS) 

 

 16697579 The Report button no longer appears on the Account 

Maintenance screen for an Owner Account. 

 15256524 When the new SHOW ALL SCHEDULED 

HOUSEKEEPING TASKS application parameter is 

active, the priority configuration for task schedules is 

disregarded and all tasks show that fall on the business 

date the task assignment processes. 

 12870823 Revenue is now correctly calculated based on rotation 

points when an open folio is closed after making an 

adjustment to revenue. 
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OPERA Xchange Interface 

(OXI) 

 

 13779221 ForeignExchangeRate collection in OXI messages now 

include decimal places and exchange amount. 

 16030046 When the DISTRIBUTE RATES MANUALLY 

application parameter is active and a change is made to 

the Rate Details using the Rate Rules section, the 

APPLY DAILY RATES business event is not generated. 

 16409856 Successful Exports via the interface are no longer 

showing errors in the OXI Processor Logs. 

 16598846 When deleting any Merge Rule from one resort, now 

the same one is not deleted in other resorts. 

 16618274 When the Origin Code is not configured, SYNXIS2 now 

correctly inserts null. 

 17059694 When a Reservation Alert attached to a reservation is 

deleted, the deletion is now successful. 

 15813706 When double byte characters used in the profile 

address on pr_address and an address language is 

configured, the message sent through OXIHUB to OXI 

now correctly updates in PMS. 

 16436884 RESERVATION.xml sent to ORS when a No Show 

Reservation attempted to be reinstated in PMS now 

works as intended. 

 16319405 OXI now removes CC from the reservation on CC 

Vault. 

 17369158 The Fixed Rate flag based on the parameter value EXT 

SYS PRICE CTRL is now processed correctly for 

inbound reservations greater than four nights. 

 17264614 The DOB is no longer deleted when inbound 

reservation updates process. 

 15885263 Child count and rate amount are now updated on 

inbound processing of reservation updates from the 

SPIRIT interface. 

 16052151 When a new reservation is made with a rate change 

from CRS that does not match the value for the rate 

code in PMS, the rate amount is now changed to the 

amount sent by CRS. 

 14124468 When processing an update reservation message and 

applying a discount, now the default discount reason is 

not applied if there is already one on the reservation. 

 14234486 The EXT SYS PRICE CTRL parameter functionality is 

improved. 

 16003707 When profiles are merged in ORS, any subsequent 

updates to the reservation on this profile now do not 

fail. 
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 16253716 When a profile is created or updated in PMS with ID 

information that is not a passport, the nationality 

information is now uploaded. 

 17001912 The Definite count value in RTAV messages is now 

correct. 

 17078969 The timestamp in the BE screen is now correct. 

 16938943 Reservation processing warnings are now assigned to 

the correct Trace Departments. 

 17001912 RTAV messages sent for blocks that are cancelled now 

have the correct attribute CANCEL sent in the 

blockType. 

 15192129 There is a new PROCESS INBOUND DOCUMENTS 

application parameter: 

 When set to N, profile name documents remain 

intact. 

 When set to Y, OXI accepts and processes incoming 

documents. 

 16372978 The OXI_BLOCKS interface parameters UPL DED 

ONLY and UPL OPEN ONLY now follow the Y setting 

in all scenarios. 

 15907030 When processing inbound profile messages where a 

profile includes a profile ID (that does not exist) in the 

ProfileLists section, now a warning message appears 

and profile processes successfully. 

 10 The OXIHUB Message Status screen Tab 3 search filter 

for the Action column now includes ‘Action Type’. 

 15619599 When reinstating a share reservation where the rate is 

evenly split, now both the primary and share split the 

rate evenly. 

 15831137 When searching for OXI messages on 

OXI_MESSAGE_STATUS using any filter and then 

clicking print, now the report is generated per the filter 

selected. 

 15180437 Values do not swap now. 

 15533879 The Profile Merge now has a reference to the old 

profile in the MergeIDs collection in the MERGE 

PROFILE message. 

 16176918 The Reconciliation screen sharer reservation now 

shows in ORS. 

 16881287 The insufficient points message no longer incorrectly 

appears on the Redemption Reservation when member 

points >1m. 

Sales & Catering (SC) / Sales 

Force Automation (SFA) 
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 10 When creating a business block from the Quick 

Business Block screen with a user who does not have 

an owner initial, the selected owner is now saved. 

 17047719 Corrected an index in certain environments. 

 16948301 The Trace Code field is now always visible in a 

Business Block and Quick Business Block when 

accessed via ORS when an SFA license is active. 

 16197538 When cancelling a master block or tour series master, 

the sub blocks and sub tours are now updated with the 

correct return-to-inventory status. 

 16542619 When the VIEW SUPPRESSED RATE DETAILS 

permission is granted, the rates in the room grid details 

for a block now appear when Suppress Rates is 

checked. 

 16408664 When updating business block notes, only the update 

date and time are now changed. 

 16754991 The Hotel Contacts tab is now also available in PMS 

only, non multi-property environments, when the OXI 

SFA license is active. 

 16760826 Contact field defaults that were configured to be 

inherited from the account (Parent Data), must now be 

deleted and reconfigured. 

 16673720 When the PROPERTY ACTIONCODES application 

setting is set to N, the generic (ORS) action code record 

shows for all properties. If the application setting is set 

to Y, the property specific action code record shows for 

each property. 

 10 When AddressDoctor V5 is active, the Address Doctor 

Script field now shows on the language configuration 

screen to define a specific language to return the results 

in. 

 16799213 Extra Package Attendee information now prints in the 

Beverage section of sample_beo_1column, 

sample_beo_2column, and sample_beo_2column_fb. 

Note: If you already have a customized report but 

don’t want to re-customize it from the new sample, 

perform the steps under the section Customization 

Steps for BEOs. 

 16826202 In sample_beo_1column, the Day or Week and Month 

are now translated based on the language code selected 

in the report configuration. 

 16406303 The start and end times in confirmation iCalendar files 

are now correctly converted to UTC/GMT time on 

creation, and imported into the receiver’s calendar and 

converted to the receiver's time zone. 
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 15378647 Performance has been improved in the S&C Advanced 

Reporting Account Statistics Subject Area. 

 16019585 The activity edit screen now shows the correct icon at 

the top right corner of the notes field. 

 16409059 The activity search screen now shows the contact e-

mail address instead of the account e-mail address. 

 16383344 When creating FIT Contracts and selecting ALL 

properties to create sub contracts, the system no longer 

forces the user through a selection of ten properties 

only. If ALL properties are selected, the secondary 

PROPERTIES selection screen is now bypassed and sub 

contracts for all properties are created. 

 16730211 When searching for FIT contracts from within an 

account, filtering is now done by unique account ID, 

rather than by partial account name. 

 16333876 The average rate calculation on the Group Rooms 

Control screen is now based on both blocked and 

picked-up revenue. 

 16692340 The MeetingPackageAvailability webservice now 

checks Max Capacity or Max# of Events when checking 

for function space availability for a shareable space. 

 16174396 Transient webProposals now are correctly updated 

when the account and/or contact on the parent activity 

are changed. 

 16218284 The change owner utility now allows merging lead 

contacts with different communication methods. 
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4  Customization Steps for BEOs 

Customization Steps for Oracle Reports BEOs 
 

1. Modify Q_Beverage query to add these columns: 

 

,beveragemenu_exp 

,beveragemenu_gtd 

,beveragemenu_set 

,beveragemenu_gtd_pkg 

,beveragemenu_exp_pkg 

 

2. Set the Break Order property to None for all of these columns. 
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3. Create the following summary columns in the G_FB_Event_Id1 group. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3. Modify BEO.CF_Beverage_MenuFormula as follows: 

 

a. Add five parameters to the API specification. 

In_BeverageMenu_Exp         IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Gtd         IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Set         IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Exp_Pkg     IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Gtd_Pkg     IN NUMBER, 
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b. Add five parameters to the API body. 

In_BeverageMenu_Exp         IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Gtd         IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Set         IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Exp_Pkg     IN NUMBER, 

In_BeverageMenu_Gtd_Pkg     IN NUMBER, 

 

 
 

c. Replace this code in the API body. 

 
 IF nvl(In_BeverageMenu_Consumption, 'N') = 'Y' THEN 

          ret:=substr(ret||' 

'||'('||f_message('SC_REP_BEO_BASED_CONSUMPTION','Based on 

Consumption')||')',1,2000); 

 END IF; 
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With … (Copy and paste this code) 

 
  IF NOT(In_BeverageMenu_Exp is null AND In_BeverageMenu_Gtd is null AND 

In_BeverageMenu_Set is null AND In_BeverageMenu_Exp_Pkg is null AND 

In_BeverageMenu_Gtd_Pkg is null) THEN 

    IF NVL(In_BeverageMenu_Consumption, 'N') = 'N' THEN 

      IF In_BeverageMenu_Pkg_Id is null THEN 

        ret:=ret||chr(10)||f_message('REP_BEO_EXP','Exp')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Exp||' 

/ '; 

        ret:=ret||f_message('REP_BEO_GTD','Gtd')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Gtd||' / '; 

        ret:=ret||f_message('REP_BEO_SET','Set')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Set; 

      ELSE 

         ret:=ret||chr(10)||f_message('REP_PACKAGE','Package')||' 

'||f_message('REP_BEO_EXP','Exp')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Exp_Pkg||' / '; 

         ret:=ret||f_message('REP_BEO_GTD','Gtd')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Gtd_Pkg; 

         IF NOT(In_BeverageMenu_Exp is null AND In_BeverageMenu_Gtd is null AND 

In_BeverageMenu_Set is null) THEN          

           ret:=ret||chr(10)||f_message('SC_STD_EXTRA','Extra')||' 

'||f_message('REP_BEO_EXP','Exp')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Exp||' / '; 

           ret:=ret||f_message('REP_BEO_GTD','Gtd')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Gtd||' / '; 

           ret:=ret||f_message('REP_BEO_SET','Set')||' '||In_BeverageMenu_Set;   

           IF nvl(In_BeverageMenu_Price,0)!=0 THEN 

             ret:=ret||' '||f_message('REP_BEO.P_AT','at')||' 

'||getCurrency()||to_char(In_BeverageMenu_Price,In_p_Currency_Format)||' 

'||sc_translation.gemTranslation_Trans('SERVING',In_p_language,In_BeverageMenu_S

erving,In_BeverageMenu_Resort); 

           END IF; 

         END IF; 

      END IF; 

     ELSIF In_BeverageMenu_Pkg_Id is null THEN 

       ret:= ret||chr(10)||'('||f_message('SC_REP_BEO_BASED_CONSUMPTION','Based 

on Consumption')||')'; 

    END IF;     

  END IF; 
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4. Modify CF_Beverage_MenuFormula to add these parameters when calling 

beo.CF_Beverage_MenuFormula. 

 

 :CS_BeverageMenu_Exp,  

 :CS_BeverageMenu_Gtd,  

 :CS_BeverageMenu_Set,  

 :CS_BeverageMenu_Exp_Pkg,  

 :CS_BeverageMenu_Gtd_Pkg,  
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5. Generate the .rep file and run the report. 
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Customization for sample_beo_1column.rtf  
 

1. Copy all text form fields highlighted in green to the section highlighted in 

yellow. 

 

 
 

Inserted packaged attendees and prices for beverage section. 
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Customization for sample_beo_2column.rtf  
 

1. Copy all text form fields highlighted in green to the section highlighted in yellow. 

 

 
 

2. For this section, change the view to  in the view ribbon to allow editing 

this section. 
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3. Now copy text form fields highlighted in green to the section highlighted in 

yellow, also include the section in blue. 

 

 
 

Inserted packaged attendees and prices for beverage section. 
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